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Abstract

Statistical downscaling techniques play a fundamental role in addressing the
increasing demand for accurate description of the wind behavior oriented to
wind farms feasibility studies and short-term wind power forecasting. How-
ever, only a few studies have focused on developing or applying objective
(automatic) techniques to select which General Circulation Model grid points
(i.e., which regressor variables) lead to a higher statistical downscaling ac-
curacy. In this context, this work brings an innovative methodology for
selecting the set of regressor variables for the downscaling of the local sur-
face wind speed. The methodology demands low computational effort, being
very flexible to be applied with any regressive model at any region of interest.
Furthermore, the methodology can employ reanalysis data (aiming for wind
resource assessment) or forecasting data (aiming for wind farm dispatch).
This work adopts Multilinear Regression to check the methodology concern-
ing accuracy and robustness. The results for 11 case studies in the Northeast
Region of Brazil are exciting. For 90% of the cases, the proposed method-
ology presented equivalent or better results than the reference models that
perform regressor variable selection. Furthermore, the methodology signifi-
cantly reduced computational effort compared to general regressors variable
selection approaches such as Forward Selection.

Keywords: Wind Energy, Statistical Downscaling, Predictor Selection,
Cross-validation Approaches
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1. Introduction1

Statistical downscaling models, mainly those based on regressive mod-2

els, have played a fundamental role in describing atmospheric variables. In3

the field of Wind Energy, these models are primarily applied for resource4

assessment (using large-scale reanalysis data as inputs) [1, 2, 3, 4] or for5

operational forecasting (using large-scale numerical forecasting data as in-6

puts) [5, 6, 7, 8]. The common approaches for selecting regressor variables7

(RVs) to atmospheric statistical downscaling models subjectively adopt the8

General Circulation Model (GCM) grid points closest to the site of interest9

[9, 10, 11]. However, some studies indicate that GCM grid points far from10

the site of interest may have a high capability to describe local behavior of11

some atmospheric variables [12, 13, 10, 14, 15, 16]. Thus, one way to en-12

hance the downscaling approaches is by extending the set of macroscale RVs.13

Nonetheless, an arbitrary increase of the RVs’ set may cause a decrease in the14

overall accuracy as some combinations of RVs may negatively contribute to15

the model’s fit. Such impasse can be addressed by the objective (automatic)16

RVs selection method. To date, few publications concern the development17

or application of objective RVs selection methods to atmospheric variables18

downscaling. Such methods can be divided into two groups: regional selec-19

tion and individual selection.20

The regional selection methods are those in which search domain groups121

are evaluated as possible RVs, taking into account characteristics of the entire22

group rather than the individual characteristics of each domain variable. The23

most usual way to perform this type of RV selection is to test the regressive24

model performance for different areas of the search domain, either by choos-25

ing these areas subjectively [e.g., 17, 18] or by selecting them objectively26

[e.g., 16]. There are also other feasible ways to make this type of selection,27

such as the one proposed by Hofer et al. [12] or Guo et al. [14]. As this class28

of methods cannot select variables individually, its selection ability is usually29

quite restricted to areas around the site of interest, neglecting distant vari-30

ables that could positively contribute to the model’s accuracy. Also, some31

of these regional selection methods depend on the definition of subjective32

thresholds [e.g., 17, 18, 12, 14], reducing their generalization capability.33

1The search domain stands for the set of variables used as inputs for the RVs’ selection
methods. Thus, search domain groups are subsets of the whole search domain.
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The individual selection methods2 are those in which the characteristics34

of search domain variables are analyzed individually. Many publications that35

use individual selection methods focus their attention on the nature of the36

GCM variable to be used (e.g., choosing between temperature, wind speed,37

and atmospheric pressure) [e.g., 19, 20, 21, 11]. However, they do not focus38

on selecting the best GCM grid points to be used as RVs. Such selection39

approaches can occur in two ways: through embedded methods or by means40

of wrapper methods [22]. The embedded methods are inherent to the train-41

ing process of the regressive model parameters. Therefore, each embedded42

method concerns a specific regression model and cannot be applied to other43

models [23]. Stepwise Regression (SWR) [24, 25, 26, 20] and Lasso Regression44

[27, 28, 29] as two of the most employed embedded methods, both referring to45

Multilinear Regression (MLR). On the other hand, wrapper methods address46

the ”task of selecting the best set of RVs” as an ”np-complete problem”, us-47

ing the regressive model as a black box to select subsets of variables according48

to the accuracy they obtain [30, 22]. For this reason, wrapper methods are49

more general and can be applied in association with any regressive model.50

However, very few publications make use of wrapper methods to select the51

best GCM grid points [16], being the most representative that by Sauter and52

Venema [13] about Simulated Annealing [31]. The individual selection using53

wrapper methods, such as Simulated Annealing [13] or FS [32], requires a54

tremendous computational effort. This fact makes them unfeasible for op-55

erational applications with large search domains. Also, simulated annealing56

has a limited generalization capability as it requires the definition of some57

parameters that may vary according to the site of interest and the specific58

atmospheric variable.59

In this context, this article proposes an objective (automatic) methodol-60

ogy (called as Ranking-Based Selection, RBS) for the individual selection of61

the GCM grid points to be adopted as RVs applied for the local surface wind62

speed downscaling. RBS methodology fits into the group of wrapper selection63

approaches. It tests each of the variables in the search domain following the64

order established by the score function (that relates each search domain vari-65

able with the target). One domain variable is evaluated at each iteration, i.e.,66

the decision is made to add or not the evaluated variable to the set of the best67

2The individual selection methods are also found in the literature as Screening Regres-
sion
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regressor variables. In this way, RBS is very general and can be applied with68

any regressive model for any site of interest. However, unlike most wrapper69

methods, this methodology requires a low computational effort, being able70

even for operational applications and on-line learning approaches. In this71

work, RBS was applied with MLR [33] due to its low computational effort72

and easiness regarding assessing the results. MLR is also widely applied in73

the statistical downscaling of atmospheric variables, obtaining satisfactory74

results in several studies [34, 35, 36, 37, 38].75

The following sections of this article deal with: 2. the proposed method-76

ology for the RVs selection; 3. Description of the dataset concerning 1177

case studies in the Northeast Region of Brazil, results, and discussion; 4.78

conclusions and perspective regarding future works.79

2. Methodology80

The methodology proposed in this work is based on ranking search domain81

variables according to a score function that relates each domain variable with82

the target. Then, following the order established by the score function, each83

of the variables in the search domain is tested to assess whether or not it84

should be added to the set of best regressor variables. After all domain85

variables have been tested, the best set of regressor variables is established.86

2.1. Score Functions87

Here, the score function stands for the norm of an n-dimensional vec-88

tor. Each coordinates axis projection is given by a statistic that relates a89

given search domain variable with the target (i.e., observations) (see Fig-90

ure 1). Each statistic scales from zero (the worst contribution to the tar-91

get description ) to one (the best contribution to the target description).92

Such normalization aims at establishing a common framework to gather all93

statistics needed to define a given score function. In this work, 11 different94

score functions were checked: five one-dimensional, four two-dimensional,95

one three-dimensional, and the skill score defined by Taylor [39].96

2.1.1. One-dimensional score functions97

Here, the absolute value of the so-called Pearson’s correlation coefficient98

(Co) (Equation 1) and the Normalized Mutual Information (Mi) (Equation99

2) have been checked as one-dimensional score functions.100
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Figure 1: Geometrical description of a three-dimensional score function

Co =

∥∥∥∥cov(d, g)

σdσg

∥∥∥∥ (1)

Mi =
2Id,g

Hd +Hg

(2)

where d stands for a domain variable; g means target variable; Id,g means101

the mutual information between d and g; Hd means the entropy of d; Hg102

means the entropy of g; σd means the standard deviation of d; σg means the103

standard deviation of g.104

Furthermore, three innovative functions are here proposed: a) the score105

function De, based on the standard deviation ratio (Equation 3);106

De = 1−


∥∥∥1− (σd

σg
)
∥∥∥

max
∥∥∥1− (σd

σg
)
∥∥∥
Domain

 (3)

b) the score function Ma, based on the root mean squared error between107

the magnitudes of the Fourier transform of the target and domain variable108

(Equation 4);109
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Ma =
RMSEmagnitude

max(RMSEmagnitude)Domain
(4)

RMSEmagnitude =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
f=1

(
|Df |
σd
− |Gf |

σg

)2

(5)

where D stands for the Fourier transform of the domain variable, and G110

means the Fourier transform of the target.111

c) the score function Ph, based on the root mean squared error between112

the phases of the Fourier transform of the target and domain variable (Equa-113

tion 6).114

Ph =
RMSEsin +RMSEcos

max(RMSEsin +RMSEcos)Domain
(6)

RMSEsin =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
f=1

(
sin(θDf

)− sin(θGf
)
)2

(7)

RMSEcos =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
f=1

(
cos(θDf

)− cos(θGf
)
)2

(8)

115

116

where θD stands for the phase angle of D, and θG means the phase angle117

of G.118

Note that these last three score functions (De, Ma, and Ph) are con-119

veniently scaled to range from 0 (for the worst domain variable, i.e., that120

one with the worst ability to describe the corresponding target feature) to 1121

(the best domain variable, i.e., that one with the best ability to describe the122

corresponding target feature).123

2.1.2. Two-dimensional and three-dimensional score functions124

The four two-dimensional score functions and the single three-dimensional125

score function used in this study (Equations 9 to 13) are combinations of the126

following one-dimensional score functions: Co, De, Ma, and Ph.127

CoDe =
1

2

√
Co2 +De2 (9)
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DeMa =
1

2

√
De2 +Ma2 (10)

DePh =
1

2

√
De2 + Ph2 (11)

MaPh =
1

2

√
Ma2 + Ph2 (12)

DePh =
1

3

√
De2 +Ma2 + Ph2 (13)

128

129

However, no score function was composed simultaneously by Co and Ma130

or Co and Ph. This was done to avoid redundancy due to the intrinsic131

relationship between the correlation coefficient and the signal’s frequency132

structure and phase. Please, note that the coefficients (1/2, 1/3) are adopted133

to scale the functions within the range [0,1].134

2.1.3. Taylor’s skill score as an extra one-dimensional score function135

For this study, the skill score (SS4) described by Taylor [39] was also136

checked as a score function (Equation 14). According to Taylor’s definition,137

note that it also ranges from zero to one.138

SS4 =

(
1 + cov(d,g)

σdσg

)4
4
((

σd
σg

)
+
(
σg
σd

))2 (14)

2.2. Finding the best RVs set139

The domain variables are sorted in descending order according to the140

value of the employed score function. After that, successive regressions are141

performed, starting with the best domain variable (the one with the highest142

score function value) as a single regressor variable. The RVs set includes143

a new domain variable following the score function values descending order144

at each new iteration. However, the added variable is only kept in the RVs145

set if the model’s accuracy improves after its inclusion. It is important to146

note that the domain variable will not be tested anymore in case of rejection.147
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Therefore, the best set of RVs is finally defined by the retained variables in148

the RVs set once the entire search domain has been tested.149

In this work, SS4 (Taylor’s skill score) plays a dual role. On the one150

hand, SS4 is one of the one-dimensional score functions. On the other hand,151

it measures the overall model’s accuracy mainly because of its ability to assess152

the similarity between estimates and observations from the point of view of153

the amplitude of variations (variance) and phase and frequency structure154

(Pearson correlation). At last, regressions are here made by MLR because155

of its simplicity and good accuracy for atmospheric downscaling purposes.156

However, note that any other regressive method could be employed.157

2.3. Cross-validations158

In this work, k-fold cross-validation is adopted due to the low compu-159

tational effort and guarantees independence between the temporal blocks160

adopted for parameters inference and the model’s accuracy assessment [40].161

In this sense, time series are divided into three distinct periods: calibration,162

validation, and test. Score functions and regression coefficients regarding ac-163

cumulated domain variables have been defined over the calibration set. After164

that, the validation set is used to identify the best set of RVs, i.e., to evaluate165

the performance improvement provided by each of the domain variables and166

decide which ones will be retained in the RVs’ best set. At last, the final167

overall performance of the methodology is independently checked over the168

test set, without any other parameterization nor choice.169

A sensitivity analysis checked the independence of the model’s accu-170

racy concerning the period of data used in the parameters’ calibration (i.e.,171

model’s robustness). The first part of the time series (corresponding to two-172

thirds of the overall length) has been split into calibration and validation sets173

with different dimensions, being fixed the test set comprising the last third174

of the time series. In this sense, Table 1 shows seven schemes for the division175

between the calibration and validation sets.176

2.4. Reference models177

As a baseline, five reference models are here adopted to an intercompari-178

son with the proposed methodology (i.e., RBS). The first reference model is179

the Bilinear Interpolation of the four GCM grid points closest to the studied180

site (hereafter, called BLI4) [41]. The second reference model stands for the181

multilinear regression based on the four closest GCM grid points (hereafter,182
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Table 1: Cross-validation schemes
Cross-validation scheme Calibration Validation

Scheme 1
“Odd days” in the
first two thirds of
the time series

“Even days” in the
first two thirds of
the time series

Scheme 2
“Odd days” in the
first two thirds of
the time series

First two thirds of
the time series

Scheme 3
First third of the
time series

Second third of the
time series

Scheme 4
Second third of
the time series

First third of the
time series

Scheme 5
First third of the
time series

First two thirds of the
time series

Scheme 6
Second third of
the time series

First two thirds of
the time series

Scheme 7
First two thirds of
the time series

Second third of
the time series

called MLR4) [10, 11]. This model is widely used for Atmospheric Sciences183

and represents the simplest way to get a regression without RVs selection.184

The following three reference models make use of multilinear regression185

and different approaches for RVs selection. Two embedded models exclu-186

sively designed for multilinear regression with a computational effort sim-187

ilar to RBS: the SWR [24, 25, 26, 20] and the Lasso Regression (Lasso)188

[27, 28, 29]; at last, a wrapper model: the Forward Selection [32], a compu-189

tationally intensive approach.190

Note that the last three reference models adopt (as input) the same search191

domain applied to the RBS methodology, and no corrections for bias and192

standard deviation were applied to the outputs of the RBS and reference193

models. This was done to establish a common framework for the intercom-194

parison. In addition, the ImprovementSS4 (see Equation 15) was used to195

compare the accuracy improvement due to the use of RBS concerning each196

of the reference models. It is a dimensionless metric, which presents positive197

values when the RBS’s accuracy exceeds the reference model’s accuracy, and198

negative if the opposite occurs.199
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ImprovementSS4RBSoverRef
=
SS4RBS − SS4Ref

SS4Ref
(15)

where SSRBS stands for the SS4 between the RBS and the target; and200

SSRef stands for the SS4 between the reference model and the target.201

3. Results and discussion202

The discussions on the results are here divided into five main sections.203

The first describes the observational data used (i.e., the target). The second204

section describes the macro-scale data used (i.e., GCM output). The third205

section addresses the different cross-validation schemes. It should be noted206

that this section points out the best cross-validation scheme, i.e., the fol-207

lowing sections refer to results concerning that best cross-validation scheme.208

The fourth section discusses the decision concerning the best set of RVs. Fur-209

thermore, the fifth discusses the final results and comparison with reference210

models.211

3.1. Observational data212

The case studies refer to 11 anemometrical masts in the Northeast Region213

of Brazil, which comprises around 85% of the Brazilian wind power capacity214

[42]. Figure 2 shows the locations of such masts. Note that sites 10 and215

11 are located in a complex orography area. Furthermore, site 4 is located216

near buildings that acts as an obstacle depending on the wind direction.217

These characteristics directly affect the wind flow and significantly increase218

the microscale information present in the observed signal.219

All stations provide observational (horizontal) wind speed and wind di-220

rection integrated at 10-minute intervals. In addition, cup anemometers are221

installed at heights varying from 50 to 100 m above ground level. Table 2222

lists the observational data sources, Table 3 lists the descriptive statistics of223

the observational data, and Figure 3 shows the duration of the measurement224

campaigns. An objective quality assurance procedure was applied to obser-225

vational data to identify outliers over time series [43, 44]. After performing226

the quality assurance procedure, the time series integration interval was set227

to 6-hour to match the macroscale data temporal resolution.228
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Figure 2: The geographical position of the studied sites

Table 2: Observational data sources
Sites Data Provided by

1 SEINFRA-CE [45]
6 and 8 SONDA Project [46]

4 and 5
Group of Environmental Fluid Mechanics

[47]
(data granted under the PILACAS project)

2, 3, 7, 9, 10 and 11
National System Operator [48]

(data granted under the HPC4E project)

3.2. Macro-scale data229

RVs are here magnitudes of horizontal wind speed based on zonal and230

meridional wind speed components. The ECMWF’s ERA-Interim reanalysis231

program provides them with a spatial resolution of 0.75° at 00 06 12 18 UTC232
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Figure 3: Observational data measurement campaign

Table 3: Descriptive statistics of the observational data
Sites µ [m/s] σ [m/s] c [m/s] k [.]

1 8,90 2,43 9,89 3,49
2 7,49 2,07 8,34 3,41
3 7,49 1,88 8,31 3,61
4 5,95 1,67 6,62 3,38
5 4,68 1,55 5,23 3,06
6 5,51 1,81 6,16 3,10
7 7,82 1,93 8,67 3,63
8 4,81 1,43 5,37 3,30
9 7,61 2,47 8,51 3,10
10 8,71 2,90 9,74 3,08
11 7,88 2,88 8,84 2,86

Where µ stands for the average of the observational time series; σ stands for the
standard deviation of the series; and c and k stand for the Weibull scale and

shape parameters estimated for the time series, respectively. Note that the shape
and scale Weibull parameters were estimated using the energy pattern factor

method [49, 50].

[51]. Here, the search domain comprises 30x30 horizontal grid points centered233

on each anemometric mast location. The best model level was selected among234

the ten vertical model levels closest to the surface for each mast location and235
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each model.236

3.3. Cross-validation schemes237

Seven cross-validation schemes (CV schemes) were tested to assess the238

independence of the model’s accuracy concerning the period of data used in239

the parameters’ calibration (i.e., model’s robustness). To minimize computa-240

tional effort, only MLR4 was used apart from RBS. Note that the reference241

model MLR4 does not perform RVs selection. Thus, the validation period242

does not affect the parameter inference. Because of this, the cross-validation243

schemes ”1 and 2”, ”3 and 5”, and ”4 and 6” have, respectively, the same244

results. That is, effectively, MLR4 uses four distinct cross-validation schemes.245

Notice that the MLR4 has very similar accuracy for all cross-validation246

schemes (Figure 4). This behavior can be viewed through the salmon-colored247

thin band (for a given site, the lowest and highest band values stand for the248

poorest and richest CV performance, respectively). However, it is noteworthy249

that schemes 4 and 6 have slightly higher accuracy than the others.250

Figure 4: MLR4 best accuracy for all cross-validation schemes and studied
sites

The RBS is less robust than the MLR4, i.e., there is a more significant251

fluctuation in the RBS results as a function of the different cross-validation252
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schemes (see Figure 5). Note that the greater the number of distinct cross-253

validation schemes, the greater the fluctuation in the results tends to be. In254

this case, RBS uses seven distinct cross-validation schemes. However, ne-255

glecting CV7, the RBS robustness gets close to that presented by MLR4256

(see Figure 5). The low accuracy concerning CV7 is because the calibra-257

tion period completely contains the validation period, making poor model258

decision-making over the validation period. On the other hand, the best259

results for RBS correspond to CV4 and CV1, respectively (see Figure 5).260

These two cross-validation schemes give more accuracy than the others be-261

cause their calibration periods comprise data close to the test period, making262

the regression coefficients appropriate for describing the target behavior over263

the test period. Also, such schemes do not use concomitant data between264

calibration and validation periods, which improves the RBS generalization265

capability. Finally, CV4 was adopted here because of its high accuracy for266

both MLR4 and RBS models. Therefore, the following sections (about re-267

sults and discussions) only consider results for that cross-validation scheme268

(CV4).269

Figure 5: RBS best accuracy for all cross-validation schemes and studied
sites
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3.4. The decision concerning the best set of RVs270

In order to define the best set of RVs for a given site and a given score271

function, search domain variables are sorted according to the descending272

order of the corresponding score function values. After, successive multilinear273

regressions are performed, starting with the best domain variable (the one274

with the highest score function value) as a single regressor variable. At each275

iteration, the addition of a new search domain variable is tested following276

the score function values in descending order (see section 2.2). In this way,277

Figure 6 shows the accuracy (SS4 in the validation period) for of each of the278

iterations. The blue curve shows the result of the proposed methodology. The279

green curve shows the addition of domain variables to the RVs set without280

eliminating those that do not promote improvements. Such figure shows the281

result for site 9 and the score function Ma (the best score function for site282

9). After checking the 10 GCM model levels, the third level closest to the283

surface presented the best results.284

In this regard, the first important aspect of being observed concerns im-285

proved performance due to the rejection of variables that do not improve286

performance when added to the VRs set (difference between the blue and287

green curves in Figure 6). This is mainly due to the reduction of redundant288

information present in the set of VRs. This excess of redundant information289

is mainly because the score functions consider the similarity of the signals290

in the frequency domain (except for De). As a result, the variables with291

the highest score function values tend to be quite similar. The reduction of292

redundant information due to the rejection of variables allows the model to293

select variables that can assist in describing the observed signal without a294

solid tendency to overfitting despite the low value of the score function. With295

this, RBS can select variables with low similarity with the target. This fact296

is only possible in embedded methods or high computational effort wrapper297

methods, such as forward selection. However, RBS, despite being a wrapper298

methodology, can accomplish this by requiring a low computational effort299

since the number of regressions performed in the selection process remains300

numerically equal to the number of variables in the search domain.301

3.5. Performance of the Score Functions302

Among the 11 score functions studied here, 9 are innovative contributions303

of this work. Figure 7 shows RBS’ accuracy for all studied sites according to304

the different score functions. It should be noted that the accuracy can vary305

considerably, depending on the score function. Such variability demonstrates306
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Figure 6: Sorted search domain variables accuracy curve. The abscissa axis
represents how many variables of the search domain were tested as input
for the regression. The ordinate axis reports the accuracy obtained by the
regression. Note that, in the blue curve, the model’s performance remains
the same when the domain variable is rejected

the importance of the score function, as its choice will considerably affect307

the downscaling result. Here, results from 5 score functions are emphasized308

(Ph, Ma, Co, Mi, and De). The worst results come with De (Figure 7b),309

based on the ratio between the observed signal standard deviation and the310

”search domain variable” standard deviation (see Equation 3). Such function311

does not take into account the discrepancies between both signals in the312

frequency domain. On the other hand, score functions that look at such313

discrepancies (like Ph, Ma, Co, and Mi) present exciting results. Ph presents314

the best overall (SS4) results for the coastal sites, except for site 3 (see315

Figure 7b). For inland sites, Co, Ma, and Mi present similar results (see316

Figure 7a). Indicating that, for the studied sites, the orderings created from317

Pearson’s correlation and normalized mutual information are more influenced318

by characteristics arising from discrepancies in the magnitude of the series319

in the frequency domain than by the phase discrepancies. Thus, due to the320

improvement in performance obtained by Ma on sites 3, 7, and 8, it is the321
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one that promotes the best complementarity concerning Ph for the studied322

sites. So, enabling good performances in all the studied sites using only two323

score functions.324

In addition to the exciting results presented by the one-dimensional score325

functions, the combination of score functions proposed in this paper (i.e.,326

two- and three-dimensional score functions, see section 2.1) also presented327

interesting results. It was able to capture the quality of the one-dimensional328

score functions being combined. For example, MaPh was able to assimilate329

characteristics of the score functions Ma (which produces good results at330

inland sites), and Ph (which produces good results at coastal sites). Thus,331

MaPh presented a more homogenous behavior for all sites (see Figure 8a).332

However, although the combination promotes greater accuracy homogeneity333

in the results, it could not match or surpass the best results obtained by334

the score functions that are being combined. For instance, MaPh could not335

match or surpass the best results obtained by Ma and Ph individually (see336

Figure 8b). In this sense, for future work, more in-depth studies are suggested337

concerning strategies for combining one-dimensional score functions. Given338

the results presented by the different score functions, the next section (about339

results and discussions) will only consider the best results obtained by Ma340

and Ph (as shown in Figure 8b).341

3.6. Comparison with reference models342

RBS showed substantial improvements in accuracy compared to those343

reference models that do not perform RVs selection (i.e., BLI4 and MLR4).344

As shown by Figure 9a, RBS outperforms BLI4 and MLR4 at 10 of the 11345

sites studied (i.e., all sites except site 4 – see Tables 4 and 5)3, obtaining346

accuracy improvements in the range of 10% to 70% concerning BLI4 and347

MLR4. Such improvement concerning MLR4 and BLI4 is mainly due to the348

ability of RBS to make a better description of the phase and frequency struc-349

ture of the observed signal, as can be seen through the Pearson correlation350

coefficient (cf. Figure 9b). In addition, a better description of the observed351

3This work adopted an objective criterion to define situations in which the RBS pre-
sented accuracy “lower than”, “similar to”, and “higher than” the reference model. If
|ImprovementSS4| ≤ 1%, then RBS achieved accuracy similar to the reference model; if
ImprovementSS4 < −1%, then RBS achieved lower accuracy than the reference model; if
ImprovementSS4 > 1%, then RBS achieved higher accuracy than the reference model.
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Figure 7: The green area represents the range of results obtained using the
best levels of the GCM model for each of the score functions and studied
sites. The purple, green, pink, orange, and blue lines show the Co, Mi, Ma,
De, and Ph score functions’ results, respectively

signal variance also contributed to the improved performance compared to352

MLR4 (cf. Figure 9c).353

Compared to the embedded reference models (i.e., SWR and Lasso), RBS354

showed good accuracy improvement, mainly in coastal sites (cf. Figure 10a).355

In inland sites (sites where the best score function is mostly Ma), the per-356

formance obtained by RBS is very similar to that obtained by the embedded357

models. Even so, RBS achieved considerable improvement concerning these358

models in two of the inland sites (i.e., sites 7, and 8) and was not surpassed359

by them in any location. RBS showed a substantial improvement over the360

embedded models in coastal sites, with improvements between 4% and 8%361

concerning SWR and between 5% and 17% about Lasso (see Table 4 and362

Figure 10a). Thus, it is noticeable that in coastal sites, the improvement363

of the RBS over the Lasso is more expressive than over the SWR. Over-364

all, RBS effectively surpassed the accuracy obtained by SWR at 6 of the 11365

studied sites, obtaining similar accuracy at 4 sites. Regarding Lasso, RBS366

was more accurate at 5 of the 11 studied sites, obtaining similar accuracy367

at 6 sites. This improvement obtained by the RBS about these models is368
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Figure 8: a) The green area represents the range of results obtained using the
best GCM model levels for each of the score functions in each of the studied
sites and the pink, green, and blue lines represent the results of Co, Mi and
MaPh, respectively. b) ImprovementSS4 of the “Ma and Ph best results”
over the MaPh, emphasizing which of the one-dimension score functions (i.e.,
Ph or Ma) were selected in each of the studied sites

due to a better description of the observed signal in the frequency domain369

(see Figure 10b) and a better description of the variance of the observed sig-370

nal (see Figure 10c). Concerning the computational effort, RBS demanded371

slightly more than SWR and the same as Lasso. Therefore, the trade-off372

between accuracy and computational effort demonstrates the feasibility of373

RBS compared to RVs selection models explicitly developed to optimize the374

multilinear regression (i.e., SWR and Lasso).375

RBS tends to outperform FS at coastal sites more efficiently and obtain376

similar results at inland sites (except at site 7) as in embedded reference377

models. Overall, RBS effectively outperforms FS at 6 of the 11 studied sites,378

showing similar accuracy at 3 sites (see Table 4 and Figure 11a). Further-379

more, the improvement of RBS over FS reaches 22%, whereas the improve-380

ments of FS over RBS do not exceed 2.3%. The improvement of the RBS381

over the FS is mainly due to a better description of the phase and frequency382

structure of the observed signal (see Figure 11b), as the description of the383
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variance of the observed signal is quite similar in both models (see Figure384

11c). From the point of view of computational effort, RBS shows a good385

advantage. To get the best set of RVs, the FS needs to perform about 61386

to 288 times more regressions than the RBS (see Table 6). This reduction387

in the computational effort is because, unlike the FS, the number of regres-388

sions performed by the RBS varies linearly with the number of variables in389

the search domain. Therefore, when considering accuracy and computational390

effort, RBS becomes much more interesting than FS.391

It should be emphasized that RBS showed higher accuracy than the other392

reference models at coastal sites (see Table 7). This result demonstrates the393

methodology’s great applicability, given the large number of wind power394

plants located close to the coast, for instance, in the Northeast Region of395

Brazil. The methodology is also an excellent candidate to present interesting396

results for offshore applications.397

In summary, for 90% of the cases, the proposed methodology presented398

equivalent or better results than the reference models that perform regressor399

variable selection (i.e., SWR, Lasso and FS – See green and yellow cells in400

Table 4).401
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Figure 9: Comparing the accuracy obtained by BLI4, MLR4, and RBS,
taking into account the GCM model levels that achieved the best results for
each model and each studied site. a) ImprovementSS4 of the RBS over BLI4
and MLR4; b) Correlation coefficient; c) Standard deviation ratio
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Figure 10: Comparing the accuracy obtained by Lasso, SWR, and RBS,
taking into account the GCM model levels that achieved the best results for
each model and each studied site. a) ImprovementSS4 of the RBS over Lasso
and SWR; b) Correlation coefficient; c) Standard deviation ratio
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Figure 11: Comparing the accuracy obtained by FS and RBS, taking into
account the GCM model levels that achieved the best results for each model
and each studied site. a) ImprovementSS4 of the RBS over FS; b) Correlation
coefficient; c) Standard deviation ratio

4. Conclusions and Perspectives402

The main highlights of the methodology proposed here are: a) different403

cross-validations schemes were checked over eleven case studies in order to404

assess the robustness and accuracy of the proposed methodology; b) eleven405

score functions were assessed, being eight originally proposed here; c) an406

objective (automatic) wrapper method to select RVs; d) a benchmarking407

with different approaches for the statistical downscaling of the surface wind408

speed.409

Assessing different cross-validation strategies is of fundamental impor-410

tance to guarantee the generalization capability of regressive models. In this411
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Table 4: Accuracy improvement achieved by RBS regarding the reference
models (overall benchmarking)

ImprovementSS4RBSoverRef
[%]

Sites IBL4 MLR4 SWR Lasso FS

1 7,28 10,35 4,29 -0,17 1,63

C
o
a
st
a
l

si
te
s

2 58,71 67,48 0,52 0,34 1,15
3 17,98 47,11 -3,08 14,84 7,86
4 -9,95 -1,61 4,99 5,41 4,85
5 68,25 59,83 8,24 17,78 2,12

6 190,83 196,58 -0,13 -0,83 -1,36

In
la
n
d

si
te
s

7 8,08 30,74 21,27 23,26 22,86
8 28,05 33,40 2,17 2,22 -0,21
9 20,52 17,23 1,24 0,64 -2,29
10 38,57 51,55 0,92 -0,10 -0,40
11 18,72 18,16 0,45 -0,26 0,29

Table cells in red color indicate cases where RBS achieved lower accuracy than
the reference model; yellow ones indicate where RBS achieved accuracy similar to

the reference model; the greens indicate where RBS achieved higher accuracy
than the reference model.

Table 5: Overall benchmarking of the reference models regarding the RBS
methodology

Number of sites where RBS accuracy was:
Lower than Similar to Higher than

BLI4 1 0 10
MLR4 1 0 10
SWR 1 4 6
Lasso 0 6 5
FS 2 3 6

sense, the sensitivity analysis concerning the seven cross-validation schemes412

indicates that the best results over the test period are achieved when the413

calibration period includes data close to the test period without intersection414

between the calibration and validation periods.415

Regarding the score functions, it should be emphasized that eight of the416

eleven score functions are innovative contributions of this work. The one-417

dimensional score functions play a prominent role in this paper, mainly Ma418

and Ph, based on the similarity of the signals in the frequency domain. Ph419
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Table 6: The number of regressions to achieve the best set of RVs
Number of performed regressions

Forward Selection
Ranking-Based

Selection

Site 1 95,931 900
Site 2 259,735 900
Site 3 55,456 900
Site 4 117,505 900
Site 5 100,620 900
Site 6 119,016 900
Site 7 115,990 900
Site 8 170,065 900
Site 9 182,871 900
Site 10 150,535 900
Site 11 209,275 900

Table 7: Overall benchmarking of the reference models regarding the RBS
methodology considering only the coastal sites

Number of coastal sites where RBS accuracy was:
Lower than Similar to Higher than

BLI4 1 0 4
MLR4 1 0 4
SWR 1 1 3
Lasso 0 2 3
FS 0 0 5

and Ma present the best results at coastal and inland sites, respectively.420

However, the combined MaPh two-dimensional score function exhibits more421

robustness regarding the studied sites.422

Concerning the mechanism to decide on the best set of RVs, it is clear423

that the best practice concerns retaining only those search domain variables424

that improve the model’s accuracy. In this way, even variables with less sim-425

ilarity with the target could be retained by the proposed RBS methodology.426

However, the authors’ preliminary results indicate that for short calibra-427

tion/validation periods, accumulated RVs could lead to better results than428

the practice of retaining only those variables that improve the model’s accu-429

racy.430
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At last, the benchmark performed with different statistical downscaling431

approaches reveals the virtues of the methodology proposed here. RBS over-432

comes or matches all reference models’ accuracy in most studied sites, even433

the FS accuracy. However, RBS has a significantly lower computational cost434

than FS, and it needs 100 times fewer regressions to achieve results similar435

to FS.436

Furthermore, due to the excellent results obtained by RBS in coastal437

locations, it is a strong candidate to present interesting results for offshore438

applications.439

Despite the encouraging results presented in this paper, some issues should440

be addressed to a better understanding of the results, leading to an improve-441

ment of the proposed methodology. The first is to study the dependence442

of the results regarding the duration of the calibration and validation peri-443

ods. It is also necessary to understand why the best results for Ph (based444

on the phase similarity of the signals) and Ma (based on the similarity of445

the magnitude of the signals in the frequency domain) occur in coastal and446

inland locations, respectively. Furthermore, exploring new strategies to com-447

bine one-dimensional score functions and test the proposed methodology for448

non-linear regression models is necessary.449
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